Experimental Investigation of the Effect of Temperature Variation on Photovoltaic Cell and Efficiency Improvement by Water Cooling
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Abstract: In this paper we studied the effect of temperature variation on the performance of photovoltaic cell parameter and efficiency improvement. This paper show the solar cell efficiency and performance by varying open circuit voltage (voc), short circuit current (Ice), and these parameter are responsible for solar cell performance changing. We investigated experimentally at different temperature range under constant radiation. Initially the short circuit current increase with temperature but as temperature increases then it decreases. The efficiency are directly related to open circuit voltage and open circuit current and show the photovoltaic cell performance. when we plot graph between temperature and efficiency then we saw initially temperature increases then efficiency increases but after at higher temperature it start decrease, so we need to improvement in efficiency at higher temperature range ,for this purpose we use a water cooling. it maintain the solar cell temperature and it improve efficiency of solar pv module.
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1. Introduction

Solar energy is highly existing sources at present day we are now looking for renewable energy in command to replace the current fossil fuel. One of the most probable renewable energy found is solar energy because it is non polluting. Solar cell is devices that use pn junction to convert directly sun light in to electricity and it show the relationship between voltage and current. The overall performance of solar energy depends on temperature and radiation, with the change in temperature the solar cell efficiency will change, not only temperature but also fill factor change. The lower insulation level shoe increase percentage of total power being generated. Too much insulation cause saturation of cell and number of free electron and mobility decreases. The sprinkle water cooling system is use to maintain the module temperature and improve the module efficiency because panel is need to low temperature for acquire higher efficiency. When temperature increases then efficiency of solar pv panel increases but at maximum temperature the efficiency start decreases, so for improvement in efficiency we used water sprinkle cooling. it maintain the temperature of module and improve the panel efficiency. Since efficiency decreases between temperature range (36-40)°c then we use water sprinkle at 40°c after 3-5 minute it maintain 36°c and improve the efficiency.

2. I-V Characteristics

In I-V characteristics we plot the curve between current and voltage and show the relationship between voltages and current. It shows the maximum power at different temperature level and it gives the inverse relationship between current and voltage when radiation 262.8W/M². The current and voltage change because due to temperature variation and due to change in voltage and current maximum power will also change.

![Figure 1: Graph I-V curve of solar cell at different temperature level](image)

In this graph we can see the inverse relationship between current and voltage and maximum power can be obtained at 36°C.

3. P-V Characteristic

P-v characteristics show the curve between power and voltage .in power and voltage curve initially power increases but after at higher voltage level it start decreases. Here graph is shown different power and voltage curve at different temperature level.
From above graph we can see at different temperature level the variation in power is different and maximum power is obtained at 36° c.

### 4. Experimental Procedure

It describes the function of pv cell parameter with variation in temperature between them. Like open circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc), power (P), efficiency, and give the graph between them like I-V and P-V.

#### 4.1 Module Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Module specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rated maximum power (Pm)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>open circuit voltage (Voc)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short circuit current (Isc)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rated current (Impp)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rated voltage (Vmp)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Halogen lamp</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Module temperature</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 Specification for Water Cooling Behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Specification for water cooling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water cooling temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of water pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time taken to drop temperature from (40 to 36) °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor power rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also use a different instrument during experiment like
1. Main controller: - It Show the reading of temperature, open circuit voltage, short circuit current, and it contain port meter by varying port meter we can take reading.
2. Resistance temperature detector (RTD):-Resistance temperature detector use to measure temperature variation of photovoltaic panel.
3. Solar power meter (Radiation measurement):-This instrument is use to measure radiation in w/m².

5. Result

In this section we show the overall performance of temperature with respect to current, voltage, and efficiency of pv panel, when radiation is 262.8W/M² and we also discussed the water cooling and their efficiency improvement on solar pv panel.
Figure 4: Graph between temperature (°C) and voltage (V_{OC})

From above graph the temperature increase then the open circuit voltage decrease. Due to decreases Voltage the maximum power point will change.

Figure 5: Graph between temperature and efficiency.

Figure 6: Graph chart between temperature and efficiency without water cooling

From above graph between temperature and efficiency we can see initially temperature increases then efficiency increase but at 36°C temperature, the efficiency start decreasing.

Figure 7: Graph chart between temperature and efficiency with water cooling

From above graph chart we can see initially temperature increases, at point it start decreases but when we use water sprinkle at maintain the temperature and maximum efficiency.

6. Conclusion

From the above study of graphs we found that the efficiency of crystalline silicon solar cell photo module depends on the temperature. The maximum open circuit voltage (V_{OC}) 19.7 at 280°C and maximum short circuit current 0.35 at 520°C and then decreases at higher temperature. The efficiency initially increases due to increase temperature but at a higher temperature it start decrease and maximum efficiency is obtained at 10.04% at 360°C. After maximum efficiency the efficiency start reduces that is it decreases (10.04-8.65)%.

7. Future Scope

The future scope of solar solar energy has large potential, there are following-

1. If we maintain temperature the efficiency of solar cell will be high and we can use as a many application purpose like, water spray, solar vehicle etc.
2. Due to varying temperature, we can study the power performance and their efficiency of different types of pv panel.
3. We can use waste water as a water sprinkle irrigation purpose because all plants need water for growing up
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